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ABSTRACT

Astrophotonics is the application of photonics to astronomical instrumentation. This relatively young and rapidly
developing field can play a transformative role in astronomy, offering new functionality, increased efficiency and
stability, and allowing traditional large bulk optics instruments to be replaced with miniature scalable modular
instruments. Astrophotonics has reached a stage of maturity in which many prototypes and concepts are now
being employed in facility instruments, and the field is transitioning from purely research and design to become
part of mainstream astronomical instrumentation. As part of this process integrated optical components are
playing an increasingly important role, often supplanting the fibre optics used in early prototypes. In this paper
we provide a brief review of astrophotonics, paying particular attention to those areas in which silicon photonics
can be beneficial, as well as noting the requirements and challenges for silicon astrophotonics.

Keywords: Astronomical instrumentation, Photonics, Astrophotonics, SOI, Ring-resonators, Fibre Bragg grat-
ings, Optical interferometry

1. INTRODUCTION

Astrophotonics is the application of photonic technologies to astronomical instrumentation. Typical astronomical
instruments use large bulk optics such as mirrors, lenses, and diffraction gratings, to produce images and spectra,
with the light propagating through free-space between these optics. The growing field of astrophotonics makes
a significant departure from this approach, and aims to replace some of these optics with components embedded
in waveguides to achieve the same function, or to add new functions. Doing so has many potential advantages.
Instruments may become miniature, modular and scalable (which is increasingly important as telescopes get
larger, see § 3), more efficient, and allow new techniques.

The field of astrophotonics is relatively young and rapidly developing, but has now reach a stage in which
many instruments are being tested on-sky, and moreover several ground-breaking facility instruments now incor-
porate photonic components. The field is transitioning from one of instrumental research and development to
mainstream observational astrophysics. Nevertheless, some challenges remain, foremost of which is the efficient
coupling of the telescope beam into waveguides.

In this paper we will review developments in astrophotonics aiming to give an illustrative representation
of the types of problems in which astrophotonics is playing a role, including multi-object spectroscopy (§2),
photonic spectrographs (§3), atmospheric filtering (§4), and interferometry (§6). These choices are somewhat
biased to our personal interests and experience; we cannot give a full account of the field since astrophotonics
is not directed with a single aim, but is really a whole new approach to developing instruments, and thus the
applications are many and varied. Throughout our review, we will make particular note of those areas in which
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(a) Fibre multi-object spectroscopy (b) Slit-mask multi-object spectroscopy

Figure 1. Multi-object spectroscopy using fibres (left) allows exploitation of the full field-of-view, full and homogeneous
wavelength coverage, and a high density of objects, all of which are compromised when using multi-object slit masks
(right).

silicon photonics can play a role, and point out the challenges and requirements which may be different from
typical applications of silicon photonics. We will summarise our thoughts on the future role of silicon photonics
for astronomy in section 7.

2. MULTIOBJECT SPECTROSCOPY

In its most basic guise astrophotonics has a long and significant history in the use of optical fibres to transport
light from the focal plane of a telescope to the entrance slit of a spectrograph.1 Although prosaic from a
technological point-of-view, the scientific impact of the astronomical use of optical fibres has been enormous, and
has transformed our understanding of observational cosmology, galaxy evolution, and Galactic archaeology.

Fibre optics allows the light from multiple different objects to be observed simultaneously, as illustrated in
Figure 1. The light from any object in the focal plane can be captured by a fibre placed at the correct position
on a field-plate, which can then be transported to the entrance slit of a spectrograph. This allows a freer choice
of objects than can be made with the alternative method of using a slit-mask at the focal plane, in which
case care must be taken that the spectra do not overlap at the detector. Furthermore, full and homogeneous
wavelength coverage can be obtained for all objects, and the accessible field-of-view is much larger. The fibres
can be reconfigured robotically between observations.

This simple technique has allowed surveys of millions of galaxies with which to map the distribution of matter
within the Universe, placing important constraints on cosmology (see the review by Colless2 and references
therein), as well as detailed spectra of millions of stars within our own Galaxy unravelling the star-formation
and assembly history of the Milky Way.3

A newer development replaces the individual fibres with small bundles of fibres, which can again be robotically
positioned, allowing spatially resolved spectroscopy of the individual objects,4,5 yielding detailed information of
the internal physical processes within galaxies, e.g. star-formation history, kinematics, and chemical composition.

3. PHOTONIC SPECTROGRAPHS

For an astronomical instrument to be efficient etendue must be conserved throughout the optical train. Therefore
as telescopes get bigger then instruments must also get bigger or faster (and therefore more expensive). The
next generation of so-called extremely large telescopes (ELTs) have planned diameters of 24 – 39 m, leading to
instruments with sizes of ∼ 6 m, leading to extremely large and expensive optics.
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Figure 2. The normalised frequency of the fibre requried from conservation of etendue as a function of telescope mirror
diameter and seeing, at a wavelength of 1.55 µm.

One way to break this dependency is to replace monolithic large instruments with small modular and replicable
instruments – an area which lends itself naturally to photonic solutions.6 In this section we will discuss several
types of miniature photonic spectrographs. For a more thorough review of the different types of photonic
spectrograph, as well as their performance see the excellent paper by Blind et al.7

3.1 Single mode spectrographs

Consider a fibre-fed spectrograph coupled to an 8 m telescope. The diffraction limit of the telescope corresponds
to about 0.05 arcsec at a wavelength of 1.55 µm. However, for most ground-based telescopes the angular
resolution is not set by the diffraction limit, but by atmospheric turbulence known as ‘seeing’. At a good site
the seeing may be ≈ 0.5 arcsec at 1.55 µm.

Now from conservation of etendue we may equate the ‘AΩ product at the telescope pupil to that at the fibre
input, which leads to

AΩtel ≈
λ2

4
V 2 (1)

Thus the necessary normalised frequency V is given directly by the wavelength, the telescope mirror diameter,
and the seeing; this is plotted for a seeing of 0.3, 0.5 and 1 arcsec as a function of mirror diameter in Figure 2.
In all cases V >> 2.8, and it is therefore necessary to use highly multimode fibre for efficient coupling.

The necessity of multimode fibre would usually translate to a non-diffraction limited spectrograph, again
following from conservation of etendue. However, this dependence can be broken by using a photonic lantern8,9

to first convert the multimode fibre into an array of single mode fibres. Since the output of a single mode fibre
is diffraction limited by definition, it follows that the spectrograph it feeds can also be diffraction limited. This
greatly simplifies the design of the spectrograph, and makes the optics much simpler, smaller and cheaper.

In this way the photonic lantern replaces the challenge of building very large monolithic spectrographs with
the challenge of replicating many small diffraction limited spectrographs. This latter problem is in principle
more tractable, but depends on an efficient adiabatic transition in the photonic lantern, and very low noise
detectors since the signal is now spread over many more detector pixels. Much work has been carried out
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Figure 3. The PIMMS (Photonic integrated multimode microspectrograph).16

demonstrating laboratory spectrographs with up to 19 single mode inputs,10–16 using off-the-shelf optics and
3D-printed mechanical housings, with a demonstrated precision of 3× 10−9 (i.e 1 m s−1); see e.g. Figure 3.

3.2 Arrayed waveguide gratings

The benefits of miniature single mode spectrographs discussed in the previous section can be further exploited
by replacing the spectrograph itself with a photonic counterpart. Indeed, astronomical spectroscopy has much in
common with wavelength division multiplexing (WDM), and there are several common types of WDM devices
which are readily adaptable for astronomical purposes.

Arrayed waveguide gratings are an obvious example.6,10 The single mode outputs from the photonic lantern
(see above), can be fed directly into the input of an AWG. Furthermore, multiple SMFs can feed the same device.

Unlike WDM however, we do not wish to measure the output signals at discrete wavelengths, but rather wish
to record a continuous spectrum. Therefore AWGs are adapted for astronomical purposes by eliminating output
fibres, and polishing back the output free propagation region. Such devices have been designed and tested in the
lab. and on-sky17–25 with a resolving power of R ≈ 1500 – 7000 and a throughput of ≈ 77 per cent, operating
at around 1550 nm. Initial devices were made with silica-on-silicon, with more recent attention focussing on
Si3N4. The free spectral range (FSR) of the AWGs was only around 50 nm which is much less that the typical
astronomical passbands of ≈ 300 nm, and therefore the output of these prototypes was cross dispersed using a
low resolution spectrograph onto the detector.

3.3 Photonic echelle gratings

An alternative to the AWG is the photonic echelle, which was first proposed for astronomical use in 1996.26–28 The
photonic echelle has several attractive features as an astronomical device, most notably it has a higher spectral
finesse than an AWG,6 with a performance more in-line with typical astronomical spectrographs. However,
AWGs have seen considerably more development for telecommunications, as they can have higher resolution, and
bandwidth is not an issue;29 therefore it has proven more practical to adapt AWGs for astronomical purposes.
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3.4 Stationary wave integrated Fourier transform spectrometer

A rather different photonic spectrograph is that of the stationary wave integrated Fourier transform spectrometer
(SWIFTS).30 As the name suggests this is a form of Fourier transform spectrograph (FTS), but in this case the
interference is formed by constructing a standing wave within a single waveguide.

There are two main methods to set-up the standing wave: the first using a mirror at one end of the waveguide,
and the second injecting light into opposite ends of a waveguide. The former is known as SWIFTS-Lippmann,
due to its similarity with the pioneering work of Gabrielle Lippmann on colour photography31 for which he won
the Nobel prize in 1908. The latter method is known as SWIFTS-Gabor after Dennis Gabor.

Prototype devices use single mode SOI waveguides fabricated using UV 193 nm lithography. The interference
pattern within the waveguide was recorded by using gold nano-wires along one side of the waveguide to scatter
the evanescent field onto an adjacent detector.

These miniature Fourier transform spectrometers share many of the same properties as typical FTS; devices
have been made which can reach high resolving power (R ≈ 100, 000) over large bandwidth (400 – 1000 nm),
and are fully packaged with the detector.

4. ATMOSPHERIC FILTERING

An area which has seen considerable development of astrophotonic technologies is atmospheric filtering, or OH
suppression. At near-infrared wavelengths the atmosphere is ∼ 1500 times brighter than at visible wavelengths
due to a forest of rovibrational emission lines from OH molecules at an altitude of ∼ 90 km. These lines are so
bright that they completely swamp the light from most astronomical sources. Observations are therefore made
by interleaving exposures of the source and blank patches of sky, and subtracting off the sky. However, this
sky-subtraction is inherently noisy due to the brightness of the sky. To make matters worse, the brightness of
the sky varies rapidly with time and location, and therefore sky-subtraction often has large systematic errors as
well as large Poissonisan errors.32 This problem has hindered near-infrared astronomy for decades, and it has
simply been impossible to perform observations which have the same sensitivity as visible wavelengths.

Photonics offers a solution to this problem. Despite the brightness and variability of the OH lines, they
are intrinsically extremely narrow (FWHM ≈ 10−13 m), and the sky between the lines should be very dark
(the exact brightness and origin of the interline continuum is a unclear33–37). Therefore, selectively filtering
the OH emission lines with a series of narrow notch filters, whilst maintaining a high transmission between the
lines would significantly reduce the sky background.34,38 Photonics offers several ways to produce such a series
of narrow notch filters, which are impossible to replicate with bulk optics. The technique which has received
most attention, and seen the most success is to use fibre Bragg gratings, as will be discussed in detail below.
Other methods use micro-ring resonators or waveguide Bragg gratings, which will also be discussed. These
examples are a compelling argument for astrophotonics, which is demonstrated to provide an effective solution
to a long-standing and important problem, which cannot otherwise be achieved.

Even so, meeting the requirements is a considerable challenge. It is necessary to suppress > 100 lines which
are irregularly distributed over a > 200 nm band, and the filtering should provide up to 30 dB of suppression for
the brightest lines, with a bandpass of < 200 pm, all whilst maintaining high throughput across the wavelength
between the lines.34

4.1 Fibre Bragg gratings

All of these challenges have been met via the development of aperiodic fibre Bragg gratings.34,39–54 The measured
transmission of these remarkable devices is shown in Figure 4 compared to the OH line spectrum. The FBGs
match the OH lines in terms of wavelength, depth and width with high fidelity.

For satisfactory performance FBGs must be written into single mode fibre, otherwise the reflection notches
will be smeared due to the different propagation constants of each mode in a multimode fibre. However, as
explained above, efficient coupling of fibres to ground-based telescopes requires the use of multimode fibre. The
photonic lantern was invented precisely to address this problem.8,9, 55
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Figure 4. The measured transmission of the GNOSIS aperiodic FBGs49 (black) compared to a model of the logarithm
of the night sky spectrum (grey). Note the excellent matching of wavelengths, depth of notch to brightness of lines, and
width of notches to incorporate doublets.
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Figure 5. The night sky spectrum as measured by GNOSIS (red) compared to a control fibre which was disconnected from
the FBGs (black). The OH lines between 1.47 and 1.7 µm are cleanly filtered reducing the background by a factor of 9.

The combination of photonic lanterns and FBGs for atmospheric filtering was demonstrated for the first time
with the GNOSIS instrument.46,49 This instrument suppressed 103 of the brightest OH doublets between 1.47
and 1.7 µm (Fig. 4) by up to 40 dB. The sky spectrum with and without suppression is shown in Figure 5; the
integrated background between 1.47 and 1.7 µm was reduced by a factor of 9.

Despite the remarkable reduction in sky background demonstrated with GNOSIS, the overall sensitivity of
the instrument was not high. The reasons for this are well understood. GNOSIS was a retro-fit of the photonic
technology to an existing spectrograph (IRIS256), and had a high thermal background, a relatively high detector
background and a low overall throughput, due to the less than optimal compatibility of the existing spectrograph
with the fibre feed.

These problems have been remedied with the PRAXIS instrument, the successor to GNOSIS. This instrument
is optimised exactly for the the FBG feed, and has a cooled fibre slit, high efficiency fixed format spectrograph
with a volume phase holographic grating, and a state-of-the-art low noise HgCdTe detector.51,53,54 PRAXIS is
currently being commissioned at the AAT, and has already demonstrated OH suppression on a high throughput
instrument (20%) for the first time.

4.1.1 Multicore fibre Bragg gratings

Although very successful, the combination of FBGs and photonic lanterns described above is cumbersome to scale
up for larger instruments, since many individual FBGs must be written with identical performance and spliced
into the photonic lanterns. A potential way around this is to write Bragg gratings into multicore fibres.57–63 In
a multicore fibre all the single mode cores are contained within the same cladding. This allows all the individual
cores to be inscribed with a Bragg grating simultaneously,58 simplifying their manufacture. Furthermore, the
fibre can also be tapered into a photonic lantern,9 removing the need to splice all the cores individually.

Lindley et al.60 have shown that Bragg gratings of uniform depth can be written across all cores in a 7 core
MCFBG. Further developments in the uniformity of the Bragg wavelengths, and the number of notches, and
wavelength range of the fibres are proceeding at the University of Sydney.62,64

4.2 Ring resonators

The achievements of atmospheric filtering with FBGs are a remarkable demonstration of the potential of photonics
for astronomy. Nevertheless, looking to the future it is possible to envisage ways in which this technique may be
further refined.
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Figure 6. Sketch of the idea behind ring resonators for OH suppression. Each ring suppresses a specific atmospheric
emission line. The FSR of each ring must be large enough that it does not produce multiple unwanted notches within the
passband.

In particular, the prospect of combining photonic OH suppression with other photonic components is very
appealing. For example, incorporating OH suppression with the AWGs discussed in section 3 would combine the
benefits of modularity and miniaturisation discussed previously, with the increased sensitivity of atmospheric
filtering. Although this could be achieved by coupling fibres to AWGs, the ultimate solution would be to combine
both functions within integrated photonic circuits, exploiting the reproducibility and repeatability of lithographic
manufacture.

Ring resonators are a natural choice for this scheme, since they have seen significant development within the
photonics field, and can yield excellent performance in terms of Q-factor, wavelength tuning, and suppression
factor. There are two major challenges for adapting ring resonators for astronomy.65,66 First they must be made
with a large free spectral range (FSR). The OH lines are not regularly distributed in wavelength, and therefore
each line to be suppressed requires its own ring tuned to its wavelength, as sketched in Figure 6. Thus the FSR
should be large enough that the other resonances from the same ring do not interfere with the signal. Ideally,
the FSR should be ∼ 200 nm or more to cover the whole of a near-infrared passband, although there is still
benefit from OH suppression in narrower bands, and some specific science cases may require windows of only a
few 10s of nm. Large FSR requires a small radius (or perhaps a more complicated set of Vernier coupled rings,
for which the manufacturing tolerances will be very tight66). To avoid unacceptable bending losses from small
rings requires a high refractive index contrast for the waveguides, and simultaneously meeting the requirements
on Q and FSR requires SOI waveguides.66

The second challenge is to couple light into ring resonators with high efficiency. The necessity to use SOI
waveguides leads to very small mode field diameters (MFD) of < 1 µm. A single mode fibre has a MFD ≈ 10 µm.
The severe mismatch between the MFD of the waveguide and SMF can be corrected in a number of ways, e.g. using
grating couplers which have larger MFD, or inverted tapers to expand the MFD for edge couplers. Astronomical
applications have the further requirements that the coupling should be efficient of a wide wavelength range of up
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to 300 nm, and should also be polarisation independent (or else different polarisations can be split into separate
circuits).

Considerable progress has been made in adapting ring resonators for astronomy;66,67 individual devices have
been written which meet the FSR, Q, and suppression requirements simultaneously. The latest devices use
inverted tapers and deep trench edge couplers to yield less than 3 dB loss per face, and this can certainly be
improved further with more optimisation. Future work needs to address post-inscription trimming of the resonant
wavelengths to the OH lines, and the demonstration of multiple tuned rings on a single bus waveguide.

4.3 Bragg waveguide gratings

Another solution to achieving OH suppression with integrated optics combines the two approaches above, by
writing Bragg gratings in photonic circuits. This has some appealing characteristics. First, the forward and
backward propagating modes are in the same waveguide, and are therefore identically matched, and there is no
extra loss due to coupling between waveguides as there is for ring resonators. Secondly, the Bragg gratings can
in principle be made as long as necessary to achieve adequate suppression. Thirdly, separate gratings for each
wavelength can be written in series in the same waveguide, without additional coupling losses for each extra ring.
However, these theoretical advantages must be measured against the actual performance of practical devices, for
which ring resonators are currently more advanced due to their application in many other areas of photonics.

The feasibility of Bragg gratings for OH suppression has been demonstrated in SiN waveguides.68 Protoype
chips achieved a wavelength precision of 0.1 nm and a suppression ratio between 15 dB and 33 dB for 20 randomly
distributed spectral notches with a 3 dB width of 0.3 – 0.4 nm. These early results are extremely encouraging
and deserve further attention.

4.4 Direct write Bragg gratings

Similar to the Bragg waveguide gratings discussed above, one can also write Bragg gratings into femto-second
direct write waveguides. This can be done either point-by-point after the waveguides are written, or during the
writing process. This technique has the advantage that the Bragg gratings can be incorporated with photonic
lanterns manufactured in the same manner.69–72 Prototype devices have made with 4 dips of up to 5 dB in
10.4 mm long gratings, in which the grating for each wavelength was inscribed side-by-side separately in the
waveguide.

Recently the direct-write technique has been used to write aperiodic gratings into a fibre73 resulting in 10 very
narrow (≈ 100 pm) transmission dips of ≈ 4 dB depth. Further improvements can be made to the inscription
technique, and deeper notches should be possible with longer gratings.

5. CALIBRATION

The ring resonators described above can also be used in a rather different way to generate frequency combs
for wavelength calibration of astronomical spectroscopy. This exploits the non-linear properties of SOI, e.g.
four-wave mixing by pumping a ring resonator with a laser to produces a cascade of frequencies.74–76 Frequency
combs based on ring resonators have a tooth spacing which is better matched for astronomical applications than
those of laser frequency combs, which must often be subsequently filtered. Ring resonators can also be used
passively to provide lower precision calibration.77

Similarly fibre Fabry-Perot etalons have been locked to a Rb laser to generate a frequency comb with a
precision of < 10 cm s−1. These device have been used not only for wavelength calibration, but to map the
aberrations and line profiles over wide-field multi-object spectrographs allowing imporved spectral fitting.78,79
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6. INTERFEROMETRY

A very different area of astronomy to which photonics has been applied with resounding success is interfer-
ometry.80 In this application the light from two or more separate telescopes is coherently combined to record
interference due to the phase difference from the different path lengths from the source to the telescopes, by
which means very high angular resolution observations can be obtained.

The application of photonics to optical interferometry dates back to the suggestion of using single mode fibres
to transport the light from telescopes to the beam combiners by Froehly.81 Today the main area of application
is in the beam combination itself. The advantage of using single mode waveguides to perform beam combination
was first demonstrated using fibre cross-couplers82 on the FLUOR/ IOTA telescope, which used ZBLAN fluoride
fibre. The single mode fibre filters out the spatial variation in the starlight caused by atmospheric turbulence,
leading to an order of magnitude in the ability to recover interference fringes.

Following the successes of fibre based beam combiners, the technique was further refined using integrated
optics beam combiners.83,84 In this case the light is transported via flouride fibre to a photonic circuit containing,
in which the input from every telescope can be combined with the others. The precision possible with litho-
graphic photonic integrated circuits is very advantageous for maintaining coherence throughout the combiner.
Furthermore, additional functionality is possible. For example it is possible to shift the phase of the inputs before
combination such that each of the individual combinations of beams is sampled at phases of 0, π

2 , π, and 3π
2

recovering the fringes on output.

The state-of-the-art of photonic beam combination can be found in the European Southern Observatory’s
GRAVITY instrument on the VLT.85 This combines the light from 4× 8 m telescopes using a phosphor-doped
silica on a silicon wafer manufactured by the Laboratoire d’Électronique des Technologies de l’Information
(CEA/LETI) using plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition.86

GRAVITY has enabled the testing of the equivalence principal of general relativity in hitherto untested
regimes through observations stellar orbits around the super massive black hole at the centre of our Galaxy,87

and has made the most detailed observations of material orbiting close to a black hole, making measurements of
material orbiting at ≈ 30% the speed of light around the central super massive black hole.88 These unprecedented
observations are a testament to the power of photonics in astronomical interferometry.

6.1 Apeture masking interferometry

Another technique in interferometry in which photonics is playing an important role is aperture masking. Here,
rather than combining the beam from several telescopes, the telescope pupil is masked to produce several small
sub-apertures, which are then interferometrically combined to reproduce the full diffraction limited resolution of
the telescope, which is usually unobtainable due to the distortion of the incoming wavefronts due to atmospheric
turbulence.

Whilst this could be (and indeed has been) achieved by physically masking the entrance pupil of the tele-
scope,89 photonics allows the masking to be combined with the beam combination. Direct write waveguides
are used to segment a re-imaged telescope pupil and remap this into a series of non-redundant baselines, which
can be combined to produce the interference.90,91 The direct write remapping waveguides can be fed into a
photonic beam combiner, such as that described above to exploit the advantages already dsescribed, including
the phase-shifting beam combination to recover fringes.92

7. SUMMARY

Photonics is playing a transformative role in astronomical instrumentation, and we have reviewed some aspects
of this rapidly developing field. Noteworthy successes include multi-object spectroscopy, filtering of atmospheric
emission lines, interferometric beam combination, and pupil remapping for aperture masking interferometry.

Many of the early applications of photonics employed fibres, but the trend is towards replacing these with
integrated optics components. For example, the early demonstrations of spatially filtered beam combiners using
fibres have now been superseded by integrated optics combiners based on silica-on-silicon waveguides. These
instruments have allowed unprecedented observations of the Galactic centre. Likewise much work is being
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carried out to replicate the breakthroughs in atmospheric filtering provided by fibre Bragg gratings using ring
resonators and Bragg gratings in SOI waveguides.

Much of the appeal of SOI and silica-on-silicon devices for astronomy is based on their inherently reproducible
and modular nature. Combined with the photonic lantern, which is the cornerstone of much of astrophotonics,
these devices will allow the huge bulk optics instruments of future extremely large telescopes to be replaced by
miniature modular instruments.

Furthermore, integrated photonic circuits allow several different types of devices to be combined together on
the same, or adjoining, wafers. Thus it is possible to envisage on-chip OH suppression combined with on-chip
spectroscopy or beam combination, etc. This is the future dream of astrophotonics: fully-photonic instruments
in which all the functions of current astronomical instruments are embedded in a photonic device.

Of course many challenges remain to be solved before such a dream can be realised. In particular the insertion
losses into nanowire waveguides must be improved, and in a manner independent of polarisation and over a large
waveband. Also, the working range of devices must be extended well outside of the telecommunications C
band (which fortuitously coincides with the astronomical H band, a transparent atmospheric window) to visible
wavelengths. Nevertheless, the successes already demonstrated, combined with the ever present need for cheaper,
more efficient and novel instrumentation will ensure that photonics plays a key role in the future of astronomy.
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